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Vandalism and Threats of Violence Towards Lawmakers Over Healthcare Reform

(UIIFOUO) This information bulletin is intended to alert FPS personnel, management and Protective Security
Officers to recent acts of vandalism, and threats of violence, towards some law makers who participated in the
recent healthcare reform bill. All information contained within this product was obtained through open source,
law enforcement and intelligence community channels and is unclassified; however, this report is to be handled
as FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY It may be disseminated to those within the law enforcement, security and
intelligence community who have a need-to-know. At no time is any of this information to be provided to the
general public or any individual or organization associated with a media affiliate.
(V)

OVERVIEW:

(UIIFOUO) This Information Bulletin (IB) is being released to raise awareness on acts of vandalism, and threats
of violence, towards some lawmakers who participated in the recently passed healthcare reform bill.
(V) BACKGROVND:
(UIIFOUO) On March 22, 2010, President Obama signed the healthcare reform bill into law. This bill was

fervently contested in both the House and the Senate by Republican and Democratic parties. While this bill was
being debated in the government, many groups and organizations became very vocal in their support or
opposition to it. It has undoubtedly become one of the most controversial topics in years, and many citizens
feel passionately about their stance on this topic. Therefore, numerous demonstrations, counter-demonstrations
and rallies, have taken place as a result.
(UIIFOUO) In the time since this bill was signed into law, various acts of vandalism, and threats of violence,

have been committed against the lawmakers perceived as supporting this bill. Some lawmakers have received
threatening messages. Although the majority of these incidents have happened to Democrat law makers, there
have been instances where Republican law makers have been targeted as well.
(UIIFOUO) On March 24, 2010, more than 100 House Democrats met with representatives of the FBI and U.S.

Capitol Police to voice their concerns over their safety and the safety of their families in the Washington D.C.
area, as well as within their districts in their home state.
(UIIFOUO) Rep. Louise M. Slaughter (D-NY) had a major role in the healthcare reform bill and was

instrumental in getting it to the House floor for a vote. Within days of the bill being signed, a brick was thrown
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through the window of her Niagara Falls district office. She has also received a voicemail message referring to
sniper attacks.
(UlIFOUO) The Tucson district office of Rep. Gabrielle Giffords (D-AZ) had the front door window shattered.
(UIIFOUO) Rep. Bart Stupak (D-MI) received a fax with a drawing of a noose, as well as a voicemail saying,
"You're dead. We know where you live. We'll get you." Rep. Stupak took part in last-minute negotiations that
barred federal funding of abOitions, thus helping to secure the passage of the bill.
(UIIFOUO) A vocal Tea PaIty activist, posted what he believed was Rep. Tom Perriello's (D-VA)
Charlottesville home address on a Web site and urged opponents to "drop by" to show opposition to his support
of the bill. The address turned out to be Perriello's brother who returned to his house on Tuesday and smelled
gas inside. After searching, he discovered that the line to the propane tank on his gas grill had been cut. That
same day, a letter containing "threatening language" was sent to his home.
(UIIFOUO) The campaign office of Rep. Eric Cantor (R-VA) was shot at and a bullet went through one of the
windows. In addition to the shooting, Rep. Cantor also states that he has been receiving "threatening e-mails".
(UlIFOUO) The office of Rep. Jean Schmidt (R-OH) has received a profanity laced voicemail. The caller also
accused the Republican PaIty of being racist.
(UlIFOUO) ANALYSIS:
(UIIFOUO) These types of criminal acts have been happening throughout the country and are likely to continue
in the near term due to the controversial topic and a heightened public interest.
(UIIFOUO) An increase of demonstrations at or near the office spaces of law makers may occur without
advanced notice. Therefore, law enforcement personnel must continue to be alert and be able to react to a
situation. Previous healthcare reform demonstrations have generally been conducted without incident, but due
to the rising sentiment on both sides, some type of incident could occur. Demonstrators may try to generate
media attention by various tactics such as civil disobedience and/or trying to engage law enforcement personnel
to provoke a response.
(UIIFOUO) Research has not identified any credible threats specifically directed at federal facilities. However,
due to these random occurrences happening all over the country, law enforcement and security personnel should
remain vigilant and report any suspicious activity in, and around, federal buildings and assets.
(UIIFOUO) Law Enforcement and security personnel are advised to report any suspicious activity in, and
around, federal buildings. They are also advised to review the force protection measures found in this IB and
apply them in the performance of their everyday duties to enhance the protection of federal facilities.
(UIIFOUO) FORCE PROTECTION MEASURES:
o
o
o
o

o

Be vigilant while conducting patrols and dealing with the public.
Be aware of surroundings at all times and remain alert for suspicious activity.
Exercise heightened vigilance during the ingress and egress of law makers known to frequent your facility.
Ensure all equipment is in working condition and seek corrective action for inoperative equipment.
Ensure exterior entrances are secure as appropriate.
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• Utilize the roving patrol and the Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) to monitor the building' s exterior.
• Promptly report all illegally parked and suspicious vehicles in and around the facility.
• Be alert for the presence of unattended bags, backpacks, briefcases, packages, and suitcases.
• Routinely review security camera footage to detect suspicious activity and preoperational surveillance.
• Be alert for anyone conducting surveillance or concealing weapons and other dangerous items.
• A vehicle obviously carrying a heavy load, heavy rear end parked in an unusual location or manner.
• Darken or covered windows to conceal either the vehicle' s contents or the actions of the occupants.
• Unusual items inside the vehicle such as gas cylinders, wires, large boxes, extra car/truck battelies.
• Indications of triggering devices. Ex: wires, switches from the passenger compartment to the rear of vehicle.
• A person wearing clothing considered too bulky for the weather or circumstances.
• Individuals that appear out-of-place, exhibit apprehension, or nervous behavior as they approach security.
• Individual may be wearing too many clothes, or not dressed appropriately.
• Empty brief case that is too heavy or overly heavy bags/backpacks.
• Individuals attempting to gain sensitive information about security measures, and access controls.
• Drawing pictures or taking notes in an area not normally of interest to tourists.
• Photographing access points, security_defenses (barriers, cameras, guards), or evacuation drills.
• A vehicle observed circling the area, or multiple sightings of the same suspicious person or vehicle.
• Attempts to penetrate secure areas or other tests of sec uri ty.
For immediate reporting of any incidents or suspicious activities, please contact the 24-hour number for
FPS noted below:
1-877-4-FPS-411
(1-877-437-7411)
Justin Dalby
Intelligence Operations Specialist
DHS/Federal Protective Service (FPS)
Threat Management Division
202-732-8053
Justin.Dal by@dhs.gov
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